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ACOUSTIC
WHITEBOARD

Whiteboard
This high-quality acoustic whiteboard is a must-have for your office or
school. The high acoustic values provide for peaceful brainstorming
sessions, and you will be able to jot down your ideas on the top-quality
whiteboard for years to come. The acoustic whiteboard can be moved
around easily, making it possible to create a desired setting in no-time.
The whiteboard is available in a high and low variant with a single or
double sided whiteboard.

Creative without noise disturbance!

High quality enameled steel
The acoustic whiteboard consists largely of
high-grade acoustic material, significantly
reducing the reverberation in the room. The
integrated whiteboard is very handy to use
for many purposes, such as brainstorming
sessions, meetings, education, etc. The
writing surface is equipped with a double layer
of enameled steel with a scratch-resistant and
non-porous top layer.

Customize to your wishes!
The acoustic whiteboard can be customized to your
wishes entirely. Choose the size, upholstery and type
of feet yourself. The upholstery can be changed easily.

The acoustic whiteboard
comes standard with a
white frame.

Choose the upholstery
or print yourself and
change it easily if you
want to.

Specifications
product			
Whiteboard low			
Whiteboard high			
Whiteboard low double		
Whiteboard high double		
Whiteboard high foot		

Acoustic
1,4

specifications
frame		
acoustic
upholstery
base		
position foot

5cm - color: white 9016
recycled clothing class A (0,95 αw)
see our upholstery map
standard | flat | mobile | high
standard 5cm from the side

1,2

absorption coëfficiënt w

Acoustic filling on the basis of
recycled textile fiber which is
100% recycable and resistant to molt.
It complies to fire class B / S1 / D0.
Soundabsorption (ISO 354): αw0,95

size ( w x h )
119 x 150 cm
119 x 190 cm
119 x 150 cm
119 x 190 cm
100 x 187 cm

* At a single sided Whiteboard is the bottom and the
back acoustic. At the double sided Whiteboard is only
the bottom acoustic.
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Optional
whiteboard:
119x100cm enamelled steel (double)
pen tray:
119cm magnetic (optional)
starters package: optional
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frequency (Hz)
standard foot
length: 50cm
width: 6cm
height: 3cm

flat foot
length: 50cm
width: 6cm
thickness: 0,6cm

mobile foot
length: 50cm
width: 6cm
height: 11cm

high foot
length: 50cm
width: 6cm
height: 68cm
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